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-simulating the future 
 
-involve the self 










-how vs why 
-fear vs fun 
 
Philips stimuli 'vision of the future' 
-10 new concepts 
videotapes plus sheet 




-N=60 about 16 years old 
30 vs 30 how - why 
 
Date fieldwork may 9, 1996.  
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Q1 Why would you use this product in 
the future? Give some reasons for this. 
Q1 How would you use this product in 
the future? Describe some situations 
that clearly indicate how you would use 
the product. 
 
Q2 11 rating scales 
..for me.. 





Q3 Could you describe in a few lines 
what ....... (concept) is?  
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Results / Expectations 
 




some early indications 
 
'how' leads to 
 
-more anxiety for 'fear' 
-more positive thinking for 'fun' 
-more analytic 
-more descriptions?  
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open questions need a lot of 

























-type of person: young vs old 
-type of product 
 
Presentation format 
-sketch vs video 
-sketch vs final concept 
 